Abstract-This paper proposes simulated annealing based algorithm for the synthesis of a finite state machine to determine the optimal state assignment with less area and power dissipation. The algorithm has two annealing stages. In the first rough annealing stage it tries to search in global scope by the proposed rough search method. In the second focusing annealing stage it tries to search in local scope by using proposed focusing search methods intending changing solution slightly. In both stages, the experience of past solution is utilised by combing the best solution in the past and the current solution. The experiments performed on a large suite of benchmarks have established the fact that the proposed method outperforms the published GA-based algorithms. The results have shown the effectiveness of the proposed method in achieving optimal state assignment for finite state machine.
I. INTRODUCTION
As the mobile applications are emerging, the power consumption of the circuits has become a major concern. Numerous researches have been investigated concerning the power issues [1] [2] [3] . Finite state machine (FSM) is mathematical model of the sequential circuits with discrete inputs, internal states and discrete outputs. The problem of finding an optimal state assignment is NPhard [4] . As a result, the synthesis of an FSM plays an important role.
The genetic algorithm (GA) technique [5] has been successfully applied to a variety of computationally complex problems since it has a large search space. Many investigations have shown that GA can find good state assignments. Almaini, et al [6] have demonstrated that the GA method produced significantly simpler solutions. In [7] multi objective GA (MOGA) has been used to optimise area and power simultaneously. Xia and Almaini [8] have used GAs to optimise both area and power with good tradeoffs. Pradhan, et al [3] report on the application of power gating in the higher level of system design in the form of finite state machine (FSM) synthesis. In [9] Chattopadhyay has used GAs to obtain power optimised two-and multilevel FSM realisations. Chattopadhyay [10] considers D flip-flops to store the state bits and investigates the avenue of GAs to achieve area reduction under flip-flop and output polarity selection.
Other than GA based methods, a number of heuristic algorithms have been proposed, which are based on different cost functions estimating the effect of state assignment on logic minimisation. It has shown a new comprehensive method in [11] consisting of an efficient state minimisation and state assignment technique. Goren, et al [12] present a heuristic for state reduction of incompletely specified finite state machines. The proposed heuristic is based on a branch-and-bound search technique and identification of sets of compatible states of a given incompletely specified finite state machine specification. In [13] , the usage of a stochastic search technique inspired by simulated annealing is explored to solve the state assignment problem.
Generally speaking, it is relatively easy to find state assignments to minimise the area only or the power dissipation only. However, it is known that minimisation of either the power or logic complexity could be at the expense of the other and in most cases it is hard to find a solution that is optimum in both domains. For large circuits, there are millions or possibly billions of assignments [14] and hence to find the state assignment for the minimisation of power consumption and area at the same time is computationally difficult. Besides, GA selects the next generation via a ranking system, which is not always necessary but takes significant runtime. In this paper, in order to reduce the computational time but at the same time retain the quality if the solution, simulated annealing based algorithm is proposed to solve FSM problem with low-power and small-area requirements. The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section II gives terminology of state assignment of the FSM. The two annealing stage simulated annealing approach is given in Section III. Section IV discusses the comparison results in details with respect to other approaches. Conclusions are then given in Section V. and ⎡ ⎤ g is the smallest integer equal to or greater than g. The number of logically unique assignments for an FSM N is given as follows.
The FSM is commonly represented by a state transition table (STT). Given the input transition probability of an FSM, its state transition probability can be computed. The state transition probability tp ij between state s i and state s j occurs in an arbitrarily long sequence and is given as follows.
The steady state probabilities P i can be obtained via Gaussian elimination methods to solve the set of linear equations as in (3) and (4). 
The power consumption [15] of a sequential circuit is proportional to its switching activity which can be represented as in (5), where C is the capacitance of the output for the node, V dd is the supply voltage, f clk is the clock frequency and E is the expected switching activity.
Since the register capacitance is fixed and cannot be affected, therefore the E is considered as part of the cost function in terms of power consumption.
where dist i,j represents the hamming distance between the coding of state s i and state s j and tp ij is the total state transition probability from state s i and state s j as defined in (2).
III. SIMULATED ANNEALING BASED ALGORITHM
The problem of finding the state assignment for the minimisation of power consumption and area is computationally difficult. GA has been successfully applied to a variety of computationally difficult problems. It has been shown that it can produce good results in a reasonable computation time. The basic idea of GA is initially to generate a breeding pool of potential solutions to a problem. These solutions are encoded as chromosomes, and each chromosome is subjected to an evaluation function which assigns fitness depending on the quality of the solution it encodes. Existing solutions are recombined by crossover operator. Mutation operator makes random changes in a few randomly selected chromosomes in order to prevent premature convergence by maintaining the diversity of the population. The GA uses a tournament selection method via population ranking system to reproduce new generation. As a result, the ranking system itself takes significant computational time. However, in most cases only the best solution at last is required, therefore the entire ranking is not always necessary. Furthermore, if some parents are not excellent enough, these solutions have little chance to join the competition in GA.
Simulated annealing (SA) algorithm on the other hand is another method to solve problems such as 3D packing problem [16] and single container loading problem [17] . It starts with high temperature. The inspiration of the algorithm demand an interesting feature related to the temperature variation to be embedded in the operational characteristics of the algorithm. This necessitates a gradual reduction of the temperature as the simulation proceeds. The algorithm starts initially with a high value temperature, and then it is decreased at each step following some annealing schedule. However there are several significant disadvantages of traditional SA, such as its slow search speed. Hence, in order to overcome the mentioned shortcomings, following simulated annealing based algorithm is proposed.
A. Solution Representation
Let the state-code array for an M-state FSM be
, where M is the number of FSM states.
The solution representation is an array of size equal to the number of states in the FSM. Each entry in the array is an integer between 0 and M-1. Take a ten-state machine 
B. Rough Annealing Stage
The proposed simulated annealing is designed purposely into two stages as the temperature schedules. In the rough annealing stage, it tends to alter the solution with bigger changes at high temperature, consequently escape local optima. The rotation swap method randomly selects the cutting line from the representation. The cutting line is treated as a mirror. Copy the state assignments in the left part of the mirror to the right part of the mirror. Similarly, the right part is copied to the left part. Figure 2 shows an example of exchange method.
C. Focusing Annealing Stage
The focusing annealing stage differs to the previous annealing stage, which tends to alter the solution with smaller changes at low temperature, consequently to achieve an effective convergence. In this stage, it randomly selects a state assignment and its neighbouring state assignment from the representation and swaps these two state assignments. These two states can be close to each other, as shown in Figure 3 , or apart from each other, as shown in Figure 4 . 
D. Crossover
Crossover operator is designed to escape the local optimum in the GA. In this paper crossover operator is adapted in the simulated annealing to generate a new solution by combining the best solution with the current solution. Consequently, some potential parts of the solution can be inherited from the previous solution.
It operates as a position-based crossover [18] . An array of binary bits is initialised randomly, in which the length of the array equals to the length of the representation. When 1s appear in the array, copy the states from the best solution to new solution. When 0s appear in the array, copy the states from the current solution to new solution. Since each entry of state assignment solution is unique, continuous check is required avoiding the repetition of the same states which is not allowed. If state entry is duplicated, the first unassigned state entry is assigned. Figure 5 shows an example of relay operator to generate new solution. State entry 9, 2, 3, and 7 from the best solution form part of new solution. State entry 8, 3, 9, 2, 4 and 6 from current solution form the other part of new solution. Modification of the new solution is carried out to make sure that duplicated state entry 2, 3, and 9 do not appear in the solution. By doing so, unassigned state entry 0, 1 and 5 are filled in. 
E. Cost Function
By minimising (6), low power dissipation could be achieved. Unfortunately, this may lead to area overhead, resulting in power overhead in the combinational part of the circuit. Therefore, objectives of area and power should be optimised simultaneously. The total cost function is C total = γC area + (1-γ) E, where C area is area function, E is power function and γ is a parameter specifying the tradeoff of E with respect to C area .
F. Proposed Algorithm
To begin with, an initiation solution is randomly produced. The annealing approach is divided into rough annealing and focusing annealing, which is identified by Temperature threshold T threshold . In the rough annealing stage the temperature is high and uses exchange method. In the focusing annealing stage the temperature is low and uses swap methods. The solution is evaluated by the cost function. The solution is accepted according to a probability P = exp (-∆C/T), where ∆C is the difference cost between new solution and current solution, T is the temperature. P is between 0 and 1. If the solution is improved and kept according to P, the new solution will be compared with the best recorded solution to decide whether updating the best record is necessary. If new solution is rejected instead, this solution is then ignored and reverses the current solution. Outer loop updates the temperature. The temperature schedules at each outer iteration. In the inner loop it generates possible solutions at each temperature. The algorithm terminates when reaching the lowest temperature and the output will be the best record. The pseudo code is shown in Algorithm 1.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The algorithm has been implemented in C++ and the results have been obtained on a personal computer with an INTEL CPU 2.4 GHz and 4 GB RAM. A Gaussian elimination method is used to find the total transition probabilities according to the STT of an FSM. ESSPRESSO is used to minimise the circuit for each state assignment. The product terms from this minimisation determine the number of cubes for that assignment. Switching activity is calculated by (6) . T, T threshold and T 0 are set to 10000, 100 and 0.1, respectively. In order to balance the required solution quality and computational time, temperature schedule coefficient α is selected to 0.95 and 0.8 in the rough annealing stage and focusing annealing stage, respectively. Based on the numerous experimental results, when γ is 0.3, it performs the best trade-off between area and power consumption.
The results are given in Table I , in which the first column shows the name of the circuit, the second column shows the number of states for the given circuit in the first column. Next three columns show comparison results among GA [8] , MOGA [7] and the proposed method in terms of CPU time. The proposed method can convergence quicker than results compared to GA method in [8] . MOGA minimises the logical expressions via communication with ESSPRESSO, resulting that it takes significant more time than the proposed method.
It can be seen in Table II that on average the proposed method produces results requiring 13.2% fewer product terms and 44.1% less switching activity compared to results obtained from NOVA [19] . Methods used in [20] and [21] achieve good power reduction but paying penalty of area consumption. MOGA [7] and GA [8] perform well in both area and power. The proposed algorithm outperforms other methods in both area saving and less power consumption in the tested suite. V. CONCLUSIONS
In the paper, two-stage simulated annealing based algorithm approach to the state assignment problem is proposed with the aim of minimising area and power dissipation for sequential circuits. By using designed twostage annealing approach, the algorithm is able to find the best assignment with fast convergence, which has reduced switching activity to minimise the power dissipation and the area simultaneously. By combing the best and current solutions, it utilises the experience of past solutions, overcoming the problem that ranking system in GA selection takes significant runtime. As a result, the algorithm outperforms the existing GA-based FSM state-encoding strategies achieving 13.2% fewer product terms and 44.1% less switch compared to NOVA and is therefore more suitable for area/power-optimised realisation of FSMs. 
